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Meditations on the Mysteries of the Rosary 2012-06 many times in reciting the rosary it
is difficult to meditate on each mystery during their recitation these series of meditations
allows a person to meditate privately for about 15 minutes on one of the mysteries also a
person can pick a mystery to meditate on prior to reciting the entire rosary our lady of fatima
requested a 15 minute meditation after reciting the rosary on the first saturday of each
month this book can provide such a meditation congratulation and praise to kenneth r
wichorek for his outstanding devotional meditations on the rosary these meditations are the
inspiring insights of a faithful catholic layman contemplating and sharing with others his love
for the virgin mary and her rosary fr anthony m patalano o p pastor holy family cathedral
anchorage alaska ken was born in cleveland ohio he has a civil engineering degree from
purdue university and a master degree in engineering management from the university of
alaska he served two years in the army where he met his wife rita ken worked for private
engineering firms in ohio and colorado until 1965 he then worked for the alaska district corps
of engineers in anchorage alaska until his retirement in 1991 ken has worked as a designer
planner resident engineer teacher baseball coach project engineer and supervisor he has 4
children and 13 grandchildren ken coached youth baseball for 15 years and taught catechism
for 15 years he is active in church activities as a eucharistic minister reader and sacristan he
authored two other books suffering christ on the cross and our third life
The Rosary Prayer Guide for the Rest of Us 2017-11-27 the rosary is one of the most
powerful prayers in the catholic church given to us by our mother mary it has changed lives
converted sinners and has even been known to change the outcome of worldly events but
while we may understand the benefits of rosary prayer working up the energy to actually
pray it is difficult given its repetitive nature if you find your motivation for rosary prayer
lacking it is time for a renewal in the words of saint pope john paul ii rediscover the rosary in
the light of scripture in the harmony with the liturgy and in the context of your daily lives in
that spirit this book provides ideas for rosary meditation in the form of scriptural passages
intentions and motivational and informative quotations from saints and theologians this book
provides enough meditation ideas to keep the rosary fresh and invigorating every time you
pray it
Five for Sorrow, Ten for Joy 2005-09 since earliest times christians have used pebbles a string
of knots or beads on a cord to keep track of their prayers and prayer beads can be found in
virtually every major religious tradition in the world anglicans and other protestants have also
begun to use the rosary to help refresh a life of prayer it creates a rhythm that helps wean us
from our distractions and focus our attention so that we can more readily move into god s
presence as the beads and prayers recede into the background the mysteries that make up
the rosary come into our minds and hearts like religious pictures or icons first published in
1975 j neville ward s unusual collection of meditations offer an entirely new approach to the
rosary for all christians he begins with its traditional use and then offers fifteen insights into
the life of jesus and his mother mary that can speak to us today thus a meditation on the
sorrowful themes reminds us of the suffering that is so much a part of our own lives while the
joyful and glorious mysteries speak of the desire for faith hope and love that will heal them
these reflections serve up a rich spiritual repast for christians seeking new contemplative
practices and learning to pray with the rosary
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary 2014-09-02 this work will be excellent for
those who wish to truly make the first saturdays advised by our lady of fatima as an essential
requirement is fifteen minutes meditation on the mysteries of the rosary in addition to
reciting a third part of the rosary the name of the world renowned preacher father monsabre
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the author of the meditations now presented to english readers is a sufficient
recommendation of their utility and intrinsic value the devotion of the holy rosary has always
been a favorite religious exercise among english speaking catholics and it becomes more and
more popular in these countries according as providence has improved our condition and
multiplied our numbers in the present century hence we offer these admirable meditations on
the mysteries of the holy rosary to our co religionists of all classes with respectful confidence
in order to clear away all doubts as to the person holding authority to establish canonically in
any mission or parish the confraternity of the holy rosary it may be well to remark that this
jurisdiction is vested solely in the master general of the dominican order or in his vicar when
the general is absent from rome this is manifest from a great number of papal decrees issued
on the subject during the last six hundred years special attention is called to two decrees of
pope innocent xi issued respectively on the 18th of april 1678 and on the 31st of july 1679
the same fact is elaborately and definitively explained in the bull of pope benedict xiii bearing
date of the 20th of may 1727 hence that the confraternity may be canonically established
application must be made to the master general of the dominicans in rome and this is usually
done through the provincials of the different nations in which the order of st dominic exists
the explanation hereby given has for its object the securing to all devout clients of the rosary
whatever indulgences and spiritual benefits may have been at any time attached to this
great devotion father monsabre has published seven series of meditations on the rosary only
three of which we give at present to english readers the success of our first venture will
insure the early publication of the remainder the french work has gone through twelve
editions we attach to onr little volume the encyclical of our present sovereign pontiff leo xiii
given on the 1st of september 1883 this magnificent document relating to the rosary along
with his other letters to the same effect may be said to constitute a new epoch in the history
of this devotion the rosary is a form of vocal prayer accompanied with a meditation upon one
of the fifteen mysteries distributed into three series the joyful the sorrowful and the glorious
mysteries the joyful mysteries are the annunciation the visitation the nativity the
presentation in the temple and the finding of the child jesus in the temple the sorrowful
mysteries are the agony in the garden the scourging at the pillar the crowning with thorns
the carriage of the cross the crucifixion the glorious mysteries are the resurrection of our lord
the ascension the coming of the holy ghost the assumption of the blessed virgin and her
coronation the sacred art of the rosary consists in reciting devoutly the prescribed prayers
whilst the soul piously occupied in meditation on the mysteries conteluplates and draws fruit
from the various circumstances in which our blessed saviour and his most holy mother
appear
Scriptural Rosary Meditations 2020-05-21 the benefits of saying the rosary is countless first
we know that the power of prayer is unspeakable saying the rosary brings clarity peace joy
and contentment to our lives and souls for me there is no other prayer in the world that is so
rich in biblical and theological meaning more centered to the core of our faith and spiritually
beautiful than the rosary it is a chain of prayer that binds us to god that is why you are
encouraged to pray the rosary simply put the rosary works in this book scriptural rosary
meditations praying the rosary the complete guide to praying the complete rosary mysteries
including the luminous mysteries contemplatively with bible reflections for spiritual war fare
and inner healing and other favorite prayers to our lady including our lady of sorrows prayer
you will find the following complete mysteries the joyful lumnious sorrowful and the glorious
mysteries scripturally presented with bible reflections for each hail mary said a guide on how
to pray the rosary even if you have never said it before with a pictorial diagram of the rosary
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showing you what prayer to say at each piece of the rosary other favorite prayers to our lady
including hail holy queen various litanies to our lady the angelus the memorare and alot of
more you know how many amazing saints prayed the rosary every day and asked us to do
the same st padre piost maximilian kolbest louis de montfortst teresa of calcuttast john paul
iithese men and women left an immeasurable impact on the world and all had devotions to
our lady the blessed mother is in the saint making business and she wants you and i to be
next grab a copy of this book today to proceed on that saintly journey
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Most Holy Rosary 2014-02-11 to meditate on the
mysteries of the rosary we want to be there with jesus and mary we want to see them and
hear their voices we want to be on the scene in the stable where jesus was born in the
temple as mary enters proudly carrying her baby at the foot of the cross when jesus dies set
the stage in your own mind for these episodes one at a time in the lives of jesus and mary
consider their immediate surroundings their robes and veils and the sandals on their feet try
to conjure up a room where mary sleeps a simple bed a chair her father made and a rag rug
her mother wove
Rosary Meditations and Care for Creation 2021-09-30 rosary mystery meditations is a
companion for praying the rosary every day for three months it follows the traditional format
for praying the rosary the joyful mysteries on monday and saturday the luminous mysteries
on thursday the sorrowful mysteries on tuesday and friday and the glorious mysteries on
wednesday and sunday it provides scriptures mini meditations and prayers for each day of
the week these meditations are bite sized and easy to digest mentally while praying the
rosary the best way to use rosary mystery meditations is to actually read along with it while
praying beads in one hand and this book in the other while praying the rosary has often been
considered to be too stuffy and old fashioned for our modern times its relevance is actually
more critical than ever before the 21st century is beset with problems that demand solutions
and solutions often require deep prayer and the power of god as sister lucia dos santos one
of the fatima seers said there is no problem i tell you no matter how difficult it is that we
cannot resolve by the prayer of the holy rosary
ROSARY MEDITATIONS FROM MOTHER TERESA OF CALCUTTA 1984 rosary meditations
for real life is a unique approach to praying the rosary various aspects of everyday life are
found throughout all of the mysteries of the rosary meditations focus on marriage death work
children addictions and more
Rosary Mystery Meditations 2021-10-21 from the words of the angel gabriel to mary
flowing like letters of glittering light issuing from his lips to the description of the chalice used
at the last supper to the angels that surrounded the holy soul of the blessed virgin as she was
assumed into heaven these unique insights into the scenes of the life of christ and his mother
from the visions of the great mystic anne catherine emmerich will enhance your rosary
meditations and allow you to more deeply immerse yourself in the mystery and wonder of
salvific history a proper telling of the beads necessitates meditation on the life of christ and
this little book can be an aid in that meditation called the greatest of all christian prayers the
rosary is a powerful weapon against the evil one pray the rosary every day
Rosary Meditations for Real Life 2014-04-11 have you ever sat down to pray the rosary
only to find that your mind drifts off in all directions and stubbornly refuses to come back to
the mystery at hand don t feel bad this is a common problem even for those who have made
a firm commitment to pray the rosary frequently and devoutly the rosary meditations offered
in this book are designed to help you focus your attention deepen and enrich your experience
of the rosary and especially grow in your relationship with god for each mystery you will
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discover a wealth of information and possibilities for reflection in six sections scripture
references the story in brief points to ponder application questions prayer prayer and more
prayer and quotes from the saints as you prepare to pray the rosary you can choose to focus
on any of these sections or on a combination of them and even used continually they will
supply enough material for fruitful meditation to last a long long time
Ten Series of Meditations on the Mysteries of the Rosary 1981 the rosary is the school
of mary whoever takes the hand of the mother will be guided step by step hail mary after hail
mary and led directly to her son jesus christ the rosary teaches us how to pray not only by
reciting the ave maria but by meditating upon the mysteries of our salvation and
contemplating the lord with the eyes of the one human being who loved him more than any
other the rosary is a school of prayer opening a path that leads us into ever deeper
knowledge and love of god it is a powerful prayer like a strong army that changes first one s
own life but then also the whole world around us the rosary a little chain that helps us
contemplate five mysteries of the life of jesus is comparable to the psalms for david brought
but five little stones against goliath with the rosary we overcome the giants who would make
us fear the many challenges and sorrows that surround us monsignor florian kolfhaus a priest
of the german diocese of regensburg works in the secretariat of state as a diplomat of the
holy see he has a phd in dogmatic theology from the pontifical gregorian university and also
has a master s degree in canon law msgr kolfhaus is an associate member of the pontifical
academy for marian studies pami he is the author of a number of articles and books on
spirituality and theology including totus tuus maria personal consecration to our lady
The Holy Rosary 2014-07-31 the meditations set down in this short volume stem from
countless recitations by peter c morrison over the course of approximately sixty years he
believes that the holy spirit has been abundantly active during the recitations the spirit has
also never failed to guide and inspire him as soon as he sits down to print the reflections
contained in this book meditations on the holy rosary draws from his life experiences his
knowledge of the bible and from the classes in theology and homilies from inspired preachers
Rosary Meditations 2014-01-01 billy s helpful book offers prayerful reflections on each of the
20 mysteries of the rosary along with thoughtful questions that will inspire a richer
awareness of god s presence newcomers to the rosary as well as people long familiar with
this venerable prayer form will benefit from father billy s meditations catholic
The School of Mary 2016-01-23 a beautiful little full color compilation of how to pray the
rosary the prayers the indulgences the importance of the rosary novena and of course
beautiful pictures with meditations for each ave bead of the rosary to pray without
distractions it also includes the litany of loreto this little booklet is both edifying and helpful
small enough to fit in a purse and take with you this rosary booklet is for traditional catholics
who only pray the traditional 15 decades of the rosary no errors of modernism are in this
little treasure
Meditations on the Holy Rosary 2020-11-30 in his 18th century masterpiece true devotion
to mary st louis de montfort tells us that the quickest easiest and most efficacious path to
jesus is through the blessed virgin mary in her 1917 appearances at fatima mary repeatedly
urged us to pray the rosary daily since mary is the best path to jesus and since she herself
insists on daily recitation of the rosary fr ed broom has developed this powerful do it yourself
retreat that culminates in the total consecration to jesus through mary by focusing on the
mysteries of the rosary and the seven sorrows of mary and all it takes is a few moments each
day for years fr ed broom has transformed lives by leading this five week retreat in southern
california now for the very first time that retreat is available in book form for those who
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cannot attend one of father s retreats in person here you ll find the entire retreat program to
bring you closer to our lady and to our lord scripture readings keyed to each rosary decade fr
broom s succinct meditations on each mystery daily prayers and wise but practical steps to
help you gain the most from each meditation as you draw daily closer to your retreat s
culmination in the fifth week your own total consecration to jesus through mary why not
spend the next five weeks with fr broom meditating on the mysteries of the rosary and the
words of scripture do so and you ll quickly come to appreciate as never before the beautiful
prayer that is the rosary as well as jesus and mary whom you will soon know better and love
more
Blessings of the Rosary 2010 meditations on the rosary intersects the areas of psychology
and spirituality it takes the reader through the mysteries of the rosary using over fifty
passages of scripture five psalms twenty illustrations and twenty guided imagery scripts the
scripts are designed to be interchangeable using four basic inductions twenty distinct bodies
focused on the mysteries and one closing for all the book can be read alone for personal
inspiration or used for leading christian groups or retreats it is also ideal for pastoral
counselors coaches or mental health professionals by using sensory awareness the guided
imagery brings the reader or listener right into the context of the actual events in christs life
creating direct interaction with the characters involved these exercises can foster psycho
spiritual growth initiate insight and personal development inspire through revelation and or
aid in creating desired positive change in the person included is a chapter on the history of
the rosary and a brief review of basic forms of meditation also included are twenty biblical
illustrations by the nineteenth century illustrator paul gustave dore
Pray the Traditional Rosary with Meditations 2018-11-24 rosary meditations for the
journeymany have professed the rosary to be our most powerful spiritual weapon praying the
rosary cannot help turning our minds and hearts toward god and his great love for us there
are many promises connected with the rosary however there is no magic linked with it it s
not simply saying the prayers that infuses it with power it s meditating on the lives of jesus
and mary it s meditating on the gospel with jesus and mary that infuses us with grace this
small book will walk you through each mystery and provide you with readings and
meditations to help you dive deeper into them we provide a general reading on each mystery
you may choose between a brief and long version afterwards we offer your choice of at least
three meditations for each mystery there are also at least three meditation starters if you
would prefer praying with one of these instead these additional readings and meditations will
help you dive deeper and better apply the rosary to your life this book also includes prayers
for before and after mass and the paladin prayers original prayers found on our website it
also includes color art to contribute to your prayerful experience visit us at paladins us
Total Consecration Through the Mysteries 2017 mother angelica s meditations combine
the spiritual insights of a master with the warmth of a loving mother her short but powerful
reflections will lift your soul to heaven and lead you into a thoughtful and penetrating
reflection on the love of god and the life of our lady beloved by countless catholics when they
were first released in the 1970s these devotional meditations including the mysteries of the
rosary the way of the cross and other original prayers are a treasury that will allow you to
pray as mother faithfully taught keep this beautiful hardback edition by your side and you ll
integrate the spiritual wisdom of mother angelica into your prayer life while experiencing the
traditional devotions of the church in a fresh and rewarding way
Meditations on the Rosary 2017-08-30 holy rosary visual meditation and contemplation
companion
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Rosary Meditations for the Journey 2024-03 the rosary is a spiritual exercise that unites
religion to daily life in it we unite ourselves to mary in remembering the mysteries of our lord
jesus the son of god a particular text may be taken from the word of god which deepens the
mystery in consideration it is also possible to add a phrase which illuminates the practical
aspect of the mystery being prayed being a private devotion it is also possible on one s own
initiative to recite it in the spirit of the current liturgical season we will offer several
possibilities as useful suggestions for a fruitful recitation this little volume gives scriptural
meditations on the traditional mysteries and offers meditations to honor the liturgical
seasons of the year in addition saint john eudes own ideas for rosary and chaplet meditations
are presented
Praying with Mother Angelica 2016-02-01 plunge deeper than ever before into the mysteries
of the rosary by meditating on them from the point of view of the eucharist using the
teachings of st peter julian eymard the author invites us to discover what is eucharistic in
each mystery of the rosary and allow the holy spirit to breathe new life into our devotion let
the most holy eucharist therefore be the starting point of our meditations on the mysteries
virtues and truths of our religion the eucharist is the focal point the truths of religion are the
rays let us start from the focus to go to the rays st peter julian eymard for each mystery of
the rosary you will find an excerpt from the teachings of st peter julian eymard and a
personal reflection by the author this book is a perfect companion to bring to eucharistic
adoration or to keep next to your prayer journal
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary 1885 from the first book to the last scripture
says we should praise god but how do you do that here s how to do it here s what to say by
blending a wide selection of scripture s greatest passages of praise with bible based
meditations on the joyful luminous sorrowful and glorious mysteries the rosary of praise
transforms a beloved prayer into a hymn of praise using the poetic douay rheims translation
of the holy word here s a great way to better praise the lord with the best possible prayer
partner the blessed virgin mary
The Mysteries of the Rosary 2019-03-15 the rosary is one of the most recognizable of all
catholic devotions yet many who love the rosary have yet to discover the profound truths
contained in its mysteries in praying a christ centered rosary popular author and teacher
james l papandrea brings together the devotional heart and the curious mind helping readers
tap into the church s rich heritage of theological reflection to ponder the mysteries of christ
hidden within the rosary with these meditations papandrea reveals that while the prayers of
the rosary seem to focus primarily on the blessed mother she always points us back to her
son jesus as a revert to catholicism james l papandrea wasn t naturally drawn to the rosary
its simplicity and repetitiveness seemed to lack the depth he hoped to find in prayer but over
time he began to understand how the mysteries of the rosary could unlock the deepest
mysteries of jesus christ and foster a profound and personal encounter with god he will help
you do so as well papandrea focuses on the mysteries beyond the gospel events and taps
into two millennia of theological reflection focusing especially on the early church fathers he
connects each of the twenty mysteries of the rosary to one of the deepest truths of catholic
faith theological reflections are framed as paradoxes which reveal the profoundly
christological nature of this timeless devotion and empower catholics to go deeper readers
will ponder how the visitation reveals an almighty god who is helpless the institution of the
eucharist shows christ as both priest and sacrificial victim the scourging at the pillar reveals
that our savior is also a suffering servant and the descent of the holy spirit affirms the
interaction between human will and divine grace praying a christ centered rosary begins with
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a brief history of marian devotion and the rosary s central place in it each of the twenty brief
chapters that follow guides readers through one of the mysteries of the rosary with three
questions which lead to a deeper understanding of our faith what is the mystery where was
mary in the mystery what does the mystery tell us about jesus and closes with a brief prayer
the book concludes with instructions for praying the traditional rosary along with new
prayable theological meditations for each mystery based on the more completely developed
content of the book
More Than Just 50 Beads 1988-08-19 meditations or prayers to jesus christ on the
mysteries of the rosary
The Rosary: Eucharistic Meditations: With St. Peter Julian Eymard, Apostle of the Eucharist
2018-05-13 a detailed research of a catholic radio homily by father karopi but mary treasured
up all these things and pondered them in her heart luke 2 19
Rosary of Praise 2003 excerpt from meditations on the mysteries of the holy rosary the
joyful mysteries are the annunciation the visitation the nativity the presentation in the
temple and the finding of the child jesus in the temple about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works
Praying a Christ-Centered Rosary 2021-03-12 scriptural rosary how to pray the rosary and
meditate on the mysteries uses scripture beautiful full color art masterpieces reflections and
the messages of fatima to help lift one s mind and heart to god as one prays the prayers of
the rosary the book is a help to pray the rosary as it was meant to be prayed which mainly is
as a meditation on important events in the life of jesus christ and his mother mary these
meditations help one to know and love jesus and mary better the rosary when prayed well
becomes a pathway to contemplation and a closer union with god the book is written from a
carmelite perspective as the author is a member of the secular order of discalced carmelites
ocds also included is information on the prayers of the rosary how to pray the rosary the
reasons to pray preparing for prayer and how to meditate on the mysteries of the rosary
including information given to the child jacinta from our lady of fatima on how to meditate
there are also sections explaining how the rosary is a biblical prayer ideas on how to pray as
a family and a simple overview of god s revelation including short summaries of some main
teachings from the old testament and new testament the book concludes with the story of
our lady of fatima including the secrets of the fatima message as revealed later by sister
lucia one of the seers at fatima and the fifteen promises of the blessed virgin to christians
who faithfully pray the rosary the back cover has the art masterpieces for all twenty
mysteries from the book interior for a quick reference
Ten Series of Meditations on the Mysteries of the Rosary 1997 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
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copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Minute Meditations on the Mysteries of the Rosary 2004 she had to learn to trust how
often do we think of mary s trust in the lord how often do we imagine what it must ve been
like for her as she accepted the lord s invitation to become the mother of our savior as she
watched him grow from child to man and witnessed the power of his adult ministry ending in
his death and resurrection what must have trust been like for her and how can we live as she
did the rosary can guide us to this same trust of what mary herself learned that when we
place everything we have in the hands of the lord he will guide us
Secret Power of the Rosary 2008-08-01 grow to love the lord more deeply through these
meditations written by children for children with insight into how mother mary loves jesus
authors derek rebello elsa schiavone and michael boas show us how to follow him more
closely in our everyday lives and discover that our faith is truly our greatest treasure
Praying the Bible While Saying the Rosary 2017-12-04 the german mystic born in the latter
part of the eighteenth century blessed anne catherine emmerich was privledged by almighty
god with sensory visions disclosing the earthly life of god incarnate of his holy mother the
virgin mary and of the progression of salvation history from genesis to the apocalypse in this
short book the reader will find a carefully collated set of rosary meditations faithfully drawn
from the texts of these visions meditations taken directly from our saint s writings are
provided for every bead of the rosary allowing you to ponder at greater depth the secrets
revealed to blessed anne catherine and enable you to truly immerse yourself in the
marvelous historical events which occurred in the life of our divine redeemer and his holy
mother this work is a work of prayer and was revised multiple times in order to offer golden
nuggets of contemplative material in every bead of our lady s psalter for the benefit of the
reader meditations have also been offered once again drawn entirely from our saint s
writings for the mysteries of light which are popular among many catholics as well as five
additional mysteries entitled the hopeful mysteries which cover events in salvation history
and in the life of our blessed mother prior to the incarnation blessed anne offers a wealth of
detail for each of these mysteries and these details have been collated for you in this short
volume a retreat in a book rev fr daniel weatherley sub dean of st george s cathedral
southwark i was very impressed with fr higgins collation of blessed anne s writings these
rosary meditations are among the best i have come across there is often enough contained in
one bead s meditation to cover the entire decade and so it is a book one can return to again
and again james stubbs esq lay leader and catholic politician a great preaching resource for
the mysteries of the rosary rev fr james cadman international speaker and parish mission
giver
Meditations on the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary (Classic Reprint) 2017-11-20 the prayer book
that contains everything you need to rediscover the rosary by praying the way saint john paul
ii recommended
Scriptural Rosary: How to Pray the Rosary and Meditate on the Mysteries: Including Bible
Verses, Art, Reflections, and the Fatima Story 2018-10-07 this little work is compiled partly
from the theology of the holy rosary of the french dominican father chery partly from the
complete rosary book published by a dominican father in england several rosary books have
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already been published in this country but whilst some have omitted very important nlatters
with regard to the dominican rosary others have confounded that great rosary confraternity
with a popular little devotion called the living rosary the living rosary was lately organized by
a lady in france it offers no bond of union except that of fifteen persons which bond is often
broken the dominican rosary comes down to us from the thirteenth century it was revealed to
one of god s most illustrious saints it unites its millions of members in one great confraternity
one powerful apostleship of prayer enriched with the most abundant favors of the church and
sharing in all the suffrages of the three great branches of the donlinican order since its
establishment the dominican rosary has taken possession of the world there is no devotion
more ancient there is no devotion more widespread there is no devotion enriched with so
many indulgences we know of no one eminent for sanctity since the days of st dominic who
was not a rosarian and devotedly attached to saying the beads the rosary is a solid devotion
most pleasing to god and to our immaculate mother drawing down the choicest graces of
heaven on all who practise it with fidelity dear immaculate mother it was to increase thy
children s love for thee to make the treasures of thy cherished rosary still more known and
more appreciated that this little work was compiled deign to bless this offering which is
placed at thy feet and obtajn for all thy children an increase of devotion to thee and an
advancement in those virtues which thy rosary inculcates an excellent book for first saturday
devotions
MEDITATIONS ON THE MYSTERIES O 2016-08-27
Learning to Trust from Mary 2021-12-01
A Child's Treasure, Rosary Meditations for Children 2013-02-13
The Holy Rosary through the Visions of Blessed Anne Catherine Emmerich
2019-06-25
The Rosary of Saint John Paul II 2018-03-25
The Rosary with Illustrations and Meditations 2014-09-18
In Praise of God 1987-01-01
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